Manipulation of charge distribution in the arginine and glutamate clusters of the OmpG pore alters sugar specificity and ion selectivity.
OmpG is a general diffusion pore in the E. coli outer membrane with a molecular architecture comprising a 14-stranded β-barrel scaffold and unique structural features. In contrast to other non-specific porins, OmpG lacks a central constriction zone and has an exceptionally wide pore diameter of about 13 Å. The equatorial plane of OmpG harbors an annulus of four alternating basic and acidic patches whose function is only poorly characterized. We have investigated the role of charge distribution for ion selectivity and sugar transport with the help of OmpG variants mutated in the annulus. Substituting the glutamate residues of the annulus for histidines or alanines led to a strong reduction in cation selectivity. Replacement of the glutamates in the annulus by histidine residues also disfavored the passage of pentoses and hexoses relative to disaccharides. Our results demonstrate that despite the wide pore diameter, an annulus only consisting of two opposing basic patches confers reduced cation and monosaccharide transport compared to OmpG wild type. Furthermore, randomization of charged residues in the annulus had the potential to abolish pH-dependency of sugar transport. Our results indicate that E15, E31, R92, R111 and R211 in the annulus form electrostatic interactions with R228, E229 and D232 in loop L6 that influence pH-dependency of sugar transport.